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London-Based Le Dame Art Gallery wil l  exhibit at Red Dot Miami  
 
The London based Le Dame Art Gallery will exhibit at one the major international art fairs 
during Miami Art Week, taking its main represented artists’ works to Red Dot Miami. The fair 
is held in the Miami’s Arts & Entertainment District running from the 6th to the 10th of 
December 2017. 
 
 ‘It is with great pleasure that we are back to Red Dot Miami, which is a unique opportunity 
to reach new audiences and to present a programme of International artists” – say Cristina & 
Chiara, founders and directors of Le Dame Art Gallery. 
 
Le Dame Art Gallery will display a series of artworks by established and up-and-coming 
artists such as Stevens Vaughn, Gabriela Herma, Alice Padovani, Dario Moschetta, Laura 
Zeni and Mauro Pallotta. From hyper-realism to experimental, pop and abstract and 
sculpture, Booth R500 promises to be thought-provoking, mind-bending and awe-inspiring. 
Among highlights the sculpture section with 8 Art Wars Helmets (a project by Ben Moore 
from Art Below) facing 8 Buddha Heads by artist Stevens Vaughn.  
 
     ------ Ends -------  
 
Notes to the Editor 
 
Le Dame Art Gallery – Booth R500 at Red Dot Miami  
 
Artists available for interviews during Red Dot Miami: Gabriela Herma, 
Stevens Vaughn and Ben Moore from Art Below. 
Email: contact@ledameartgallery.com  
 
Tel +44 7947653530 or +1 7865562102 (available from Dec, 1st) 
 
 
 
Exhibit ing artists: 
 
Gabriela Herma, a Polish Fine Art Photographer based in London. Herma’s work is 
inspired by her surroundings and led by her initial emotional response. Herma prints her 
photographs on metal before covering the surface in resin and sparkling materials such as 
Swarovski crystals and diamond dust. Italian artist Dario Moschetta finds his inspiration 
from the natural beauty of people and from “the effort to try to understand people’s mood by 
looking at their face or at the movements of their bodies”. His mixed media works involve 
various techniques he has developed and experimented instinctively, using collage and 
acrylic paint on paper and on canvas. His work New York 18 can be seen on the famous 
America TV Show “House of Cards”. Alice Padovani was born in Italy where she lives and 
works today. She graduated from the University of Bologna with a Master’s Degree in 
Philosophy in 2007 and a Master’s Degree in Visual Arts in 2015.  We will present her latest 
work “Collection of a Magpie”, where scarab beetles and little tiny objects are assembled 
together to create precious nests made in gold, or emerald or simply black and white. The 
outcome is just exquisite, a must-have collection. Mauro Pallotta has been in every big 
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international newspaper from the Washington Post to Yahoo News International, The 
Chicago Tribune and France’s Le Monde to name a few. In August 2014 his works were 
displayed on maxi screens in Seoul during Pope Francis’ visit of South Korea. 
Predominantly using acrylic spray on wool steel, MauPal’s artwork holds strong social and 
political value. Stevens Vaughn is a ritualistic water painter who uses pigments to 
document the language of water. His exhibitions are influenced by his study and training in 
the philosophy of how important imperfection is to the state of perfection in Japan and 
China. In 1988, he began training on how “imperfection is essential to creating a state of 
perfection”. During this time he developed ceramic and porcelain studios in Korea, Taiwan, 
Indonesia, China where he played a major role in the development of porcelain art in the 
cities of Chaozhou and Dehua. He was given an honorary professorship in the Ceramic 
Institute in addition to lecturing in the Central Academy of Art Beijing. Laura Zeni, born in 
Milan, graduates from the Accademia di Brera under the guidance of Raffaele De Grada. 
Since 1980s until today, she has taken part in several solo and group exhibitions in Italy. In 
2012 during White at Superstudio Più in Milan she opens the solo exhibition “Laura Zeni. 
Illuminazioni/Laura Zeni. Enlightenments”, curated by Fortunato D’Amico, with a catalogue 
published by Skira, followed by a personal exhibition at BIM-Banca Intermobiliare in the city 
center of Milan. In 2016 in London she participates in the group exhibition at Camden Image 
Gallery and during the Milan Design Week 2016 in the exhibitions at Fabbrica del Vapore 
and at the ex Oratorio della Passione of the Basilica of S. Ambrogio, while Jannelli&Volpi 
hosts her personal exhibition “Laura Zeni. Geometrie ri-viste/ Laura Zeni. Re-visited 
geometries”. 
 
 
 
About Le Dame Art Gallery 
 
Le Dame Art Gallery has a reputation for scouting and representing the finest up-and-
coming artists, whose works have been commissioned or acquired by public, corporate and 
private collections. Le Dame Art Gallery is based at the Meliá White House, a 4-star deluxe 
hotel in central London, where the gallery has been curating the MWH Corporate Art 
Collection. The gallery will open also in Rome in 2018. 
 
 
For Further info 
www.ledameartgallery.com  
 


